We introduce a family of type theories as internal languages for autonomous (or symmetric monoidal closed) and -autonomous categories, in the same sense that the simply-typed -calculus with surjective pairing is the internal language for cartesian closed categories. The rules for the typing judgements are presented in the style of Gentzen's Sequent Calculus. A notable feature is the systematic treatment of naturality conditions by expressing the categorical composition, or cut in the type theory, by explicit substitution. We use let-constructs, one for each of the three type constructors >; and (, to witness the left-introduction rules, and a Parigot-style -abstraction to express the involutive negation ?. We show that the eight equality and three commutation congruence axioms of the -autonomous type theory characterise -autonomous categories exactly. More precisely we prove that there is a canonical interpretation of the ( -autonomous) type theories in -autonomous categories which is complete i.e. for any type theory, there is a model (i.e. -autonomous category) whose theory is exactly that. The associated rewrite systems are all strongly normalising; modulo a simple notion of congruence, they are also con uent. As a corollary, we solve a Coherence Problem a la Lambek 11]: the equality of maps in any -autonomous category freely generated from a discrete graph is decidable.
Introduction
A symmetric monoidal category h C ; ; >; ; ; l; r i is a category C , a bifunctor : C C -C , an object (tensor unit) > 2 C and four isomorphisms A > ?! A right unit de ned and natural for all objects A; B and C. We follow Barr 2] in writing the tensor unit as > instead of the more traditional I, and the dualising object of a -autonomous category as ? instead We say that C is symmetric monoidal closed or autonomous just in case for each A 2 C , the functor (?) A has a speci c right adjoint A ( (? We shall focus on the families Lin((; ; >) and Lin((; ; ?; >) which we call autonomous and -autonomous respectively. An autonomous signature Sg is given by a collection of base types, which generates the collection of types using the autonomous type constructors (i.e. >; and (), a collection of function symbols, and a sorting for each function symbol f written as f : A 1 ; ; A n ( B where A i ; B are types. In case n = 0 we shall write the sorting as f : B and refer to f as a constant symbol. A -autonomous signature is de ned in exactly the same way except that types are generated using the -autonomous constructors. Henceforth we x a -autonomous signature Sg. A by explicit substitution. In fact the standard substitution has no place in our approach at all.
In our type theories, it is a property of well-typed terms that any variable which occurs in a term (whether bound 1 or free) does so exactly once. In sft =x A g, which we call an explicit substitution (term), the free occurrence of x in s is bound. We introduce three non-standard let-constructs as terms witnessing the left-introduction rules of the respective type constructors >; and ( as follows:
(>-l) Couching them in the familiar but perhaps more cumbersome let-notation common to many functional programming languages (e.g. see the let-notation in 12]), the rst two let-constructs would look like:
unit-let hx > = is let x > be in s tensor-let hz A B =x A y B is let z A B be x A y B in s 1 We adopt the Variable Convention in Barendregt's book: bound variables are renamed afreshed whenever necessary to ensure that there is no name clash with either another bound variable or a free variable that occurs in some term in the same context.
In the tensor-let above, any free occurrence of x and y in s (it can be shown that there is exactly one each if s is well-typed) is bound by the let-construct. However note that the unit-let construct does not bind any variable. Our lambda-let construct hz A(B ; s=y B it, which binds the free occurrence of y in t, looks quite di erent from the usual programming construct, and from the -expressions The e ect of the rst two congruence axioms is simply that the let-construct -or the explicit substitution construct -, viewed as a variable binder, may \ oat across the term" and is free to occupy any position in the term provided that typability is maintained. (If the binder moves to a position such that some variable previously bound by it is now free, then the new term can be shown to be ill-typed.) For example, the binder ?fs =x A g in ( y B :x y)fs =x A g is permitted to park itself adjacent to x, as in y B :(xfs =x A g y) (as the two terms are both well-typed, they are congruent to each other by ( -cong)), but not adjacent to y, as in y B :(x (yfs =x A g)) which is not well-typed.
To see the congruence axioms in operation, consider the following example. We have just seen that (invo) is a consequence of (?-cong). As the following result shows, the converse is \nearly", but not exactly, true. Proof See Appendix B.
The three congruence axioms de ne a notion of context commutation which corresponds exactly to the coherence properties of -autonomous categories, as we show in Sections 4 and 5. Together with the eight equality axioms, they characterise -autonomous categories in the sense of the Completeness Theorem 5.2.
The Triple Unit Problem (Readers not familiar with Categorical Type Theory may wish to skip this discussion and return to it after reading Sections 4 and 5.) As an application of the -autonomous type theory, consider the following diagram in a (symmetric) monoidal closed category: (The result (i) above is stated in 8].) We shall recast the problem in our type theory and give a syntactic proof.
The two terms inhabiting ((A ( X) ( X) ( X`((A ( X) ( X) ( X are (we write X(A) as a shorthand for A ( X) (1) : X(X(X(A)))` z X(X(A)) :h ; z=x X ix : X(X(X(A))) (2) : X(X(X(A)))` z X(X(A)) :hz ; x A :h ; w X(A) :hw ; x=v X 3 iv 3 =v X 2 iv 2 =v X 1 iv X Using the type theory as an internal language of -autonomous categories, terms (1) and (2) describe the two maps from ((A ( X) ( X) ( X to itself in the preceding diagram, namely, the identity and the composite e A ( id ; e A(X . In case X is ?, term (2) To see that term (1) is equal to the last term, just apply ((-) (expansion) to the term repeatedly, starting from z >(>(>)) ; and we are done. Finally to see that terms (1) and (2) are not equal in all other cases, we appeal to the Church-Rosser property of the associated rewrite system, which is the topic of the next section. The Triple Unit Problem is a special instance of the Tower of Units Problem in 15] where an analysis of the general problem is given using a (fully complete) game semantics. In Example 5.4 we give further examples of the use of the type theory as an internal language of -autonomous categories.
A Brief Survey of Related Work
The rst attempt at nding an internal language for monoidal closed categories was made by Jay 7] . Subsequent contributions to the search have largely been in uenced by Linear Logic. Broadly speaking, two main approaches can be distinguished.
Benton, Bierman, de Paiva and Hyland 3] have used the standard -terms and let-constructs to represent proofs of the Intuitionistic Linear Logic. At about the same time, Mackie, Roman and Abramsky have shown in 12] that a similar type theory, in the style of Natural Deduction, can serve as an internal language for autonomous categories. Our work in this paper has evolved from an attempt to extend their language to represent -autonomous categories, but we have arrived at a type theory quite di erent from theirs in several ways (ours is a sequent calculus and the associated rewrite system is both con uent and strongly normalising).
The other approach is based on Girard's Proof Nets. Following Seely's observation thatautonomous categories are models of the (multiplicative fragment of propositional) Classical Linear Logic in 20], several researchers have used proof nets (or variants thereof) for describing monoidal categories. But this approach has its limitations. By de nition proof nets identify a proposition A with its double-negation (A ? ) ? ; in addition the tensor unit 3 > is identi ed with the negation ? ? of the par unit. In contrast, in a -autonomous category, the objects A and (A ( ?) ( ? are not necessarily the same though they must be isomorphic; the same goes for the pair > and ? ( ? and the pair ? and > ( ?. Blute's thesis 4] was the rst systematic study that uses proof nets to investigate the coherence properties of monoidal closed structures in the special involution-up-to-identity case, and units were not considered in his study. For these reasons, his results do not apply to -autonomous categories in general. There is another problem. When augmented by units, the theory of equality of proof nets as de ned in 6, 18] (say) does not satisfy all the axioms of -autonomous categories. This is not in fact a new observation. As Blute, Cockett, Seely and Trimble have shown in their major study 5] on representing maps of weakly distributive categories by a kind of two-sided proof nets, it is necessary to quotient such structures by an appropriate congruence relation (i.e. the rewirings in their setting). In their treatment, nets and lines are oriented so that the two ends are distinguishable as input and output. Composition of nets is by plugging the appropriate output end of a line of one net to the input end of a line of another net. Thinning links join the unit introduction nodes to a line in the net. The resultant rewrite system is one which mixes reduction and expansion of nets, modulo a notion of congruence given by the rewiring theorems. (For a rst principles discussion on the sort of congruence one would have to impose on proof nets in order to describe maps of free -autonomous categories accurately, we refer the reader to the Introduction in 10].)
Metatheoretic Results and Rewrite Systems
The main metatheoretic result is that all six type theories identi ed at the start of Section 2 are consistent; in addition, the provability of the equality judgement is decidable in each case. Our aim in this Section is simply to state the results for the -autonomous case and introduce the rewrite system which is our main proof tool. No proofs will be given here; we direct the reader to 10] for a full account.
The one-step reduction relation ! of the -autonomous rewrite system is de ned to be the contextual closure of the notion of reduction given by eight redex rules: namely, (id-atom) x a fs =xg ! s : a (a is a non-> atomic type) (note the side condition), and the equality axioms (>-); (>-); ( -); ( -); ((-); ((-) and ( ) (see Figure 2) oriented from left to right. It is easy to see that the reduction ! satis es the Diamond Property: if s ! t 1 and s ! t 2 and if the two redexes are distinct, then t 1 ! u and t 2 ! u for some u. It is also strongly normalising (as we shall see shortly). However the reduction which is of interest to us is not !, but rather the quotient of ! by a new congruence relation . The congruence is de ned by the same three axioms of (namely ( -cong); ( -cong) and (?-cong)) and augmented by
(subject to the strong typability side condition). Plainly contains . 3 Note that Girard writes the tensor unit as 1 and the par unit as ?. The quotient reduction is also con uent. To prove that, we need the following intermediate result. Take any well-typed -autonomous term. There are only nitely many terms in its -congruence class. To see why this is so, take care to write the term out in full, with all the parentheses for compound terms in place (and observing the Variable Convention). The term is just a string constructed from a xed nite set of variables (which, just for counting purposes, shall be symbols such as x; y; z; ; etc. without their types) and the following symbols: :; ; f; g; =; h; i; ; ; ; (; ). It su ces to observe that if s t then the string t is a permutation of the symbols in the string s, with the following proviso: in the case of ( -cong), we use the same symbol for the variable bound by the -operator on both sides i.e. identifying the symbols and in ( -cong) (which is harmless for the counting purpose we have in mind). Theorem 3.6 (Decidability) Suppose ?`s : A and ?`t : A are provable. It is decidable whether s and t are -related in the -autonomous type theory. It follows that it is also decidable whether ?`s = t : A is provable in the -autonomous type theory.
We shall just state several useful corollaries of the Con uence Theorem: Corollary 3.7 (i) (Consistency) All six families of type theories introduced at the beginning of Section 2 are consistent.
(ii) (Cut-Elimination) If ?`s : A is provable in the -autonomous theory then there is a cut-free term s 0 (i.e. one that has no explicit substitution subterm) such that ?`s = s 0 : A is provable.
(iii) (Conservativity) Let ?`s = t : A be a judgement of the autonomous theory. Then it is provable in the -autonomous theory i it is provable in the autonomous theory. Theorem for symmetric monoidal closed categories to prove the soundness of interpretation. The interpretation is de ned by induction on the derivation of judgement. Since the derivation of judgement is not unique, the de nition should be regarded as giving a relation between typing judgements and maps of the category. We will then need to show that the relation is in fact functional and total, which implies that the interpretation is independent of derivation. Before giving the de nition, we make a detour and introduce the notion of, what we call, bookkeeping maps.
Coherence Theorems and Bookkeeping Maps
Fix a denumerable collection of metavariables (for objects of a symmetric monoidal category) X 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 etc. We de ne the collection of binary words by rule induction as follows: > is a binary word and so is X i for each i > 1; if e and e 0 are binary words, then so is (e e 0 ). For each n > 1, F(n) is de ned to be the collection of binary words e such that for all i X i occurs in e () 1 6 i 6 n and if X i occurs in e then it does so exactly once. Now each binary word e 2 F(n), which we can write as e(X 1 ; ; X n ), determines uniquely a n-ary functor C n ?! C by (X 1 ; ; X n ) 7 ! e(X 1 ; ; X n ). By abuse of notation, we write F(n) to mean the collection of functors thus de ned, and call them simply tensor functors of arity n. Given two n-ary tensor functors F; G 2 F(n), a natural permutation is a construction of natural isomorphism F ?! G : C n ?! C from ; ; l; r; ?1 ; ?1 ; l ?1 ; r ?1 and id by taking repeated -products. By the Coherence Theorem for symmetric monoidal categories, all natural permutations (and there is at least one e.g. by using split; join and exch in the following) between two xed tensor functors of the same arity are equal as maps of the functor category C n ?! C .
It is useful to de ne several (families of) maps for organising the semantic 
Intrepretation induced by a Structure
Fix a structure M in a -autonomous category C for a given signature Sg as before. Let A be the canonical map ::A ?! A of the involutive negation in C . The axiom x : A`x A : A is standardly interpreted as the identity on the object A, and` : > as the identity on the tensor unit. The interpretation of the judgement according to the last rule in the derivation is given as follows: Proof See Appendix C.
Any -autonomous category C gives rise to a -autonomous theory Th(C )), called the internal language of C , in a simple way. We can associate to every -autonomous (respectively symmet- There is a canonical model G of T in Cl(T ), called the generic model, induced by the structure that sends types A of T to objects A of Cl(T ), and function symbols f of sorting A 1 ; ; A n ( B to the map ( (A 1 A 2 ) ) A n ?! B given by the '-equivalence class of the unitary sequent z : ( (A 1 A 2 ) A n )`hz =z n?1 x An n ihz n?1 =z n?2 x A n?1 n?1 i hz 2 
(ii) Two -autonomous theories T and T 0 are said to be equivalent if their respective classifying categories are equivalent. For any -autonomous theory T , Th(Cl(T )) and T are equivalent.
Proof (i) We de ne a functor Eq : C ?! Cl(Th(C )), which sends f : A ?! B to the '-equivalence class of the unary sequent x : A`f(x) : B, and show that it is full and faithful. The action of Eq plainly de nes a bijection between the two object-sets. It is straightforward to see that Eq is functorial. It may be useful to consider some applications of the internal language. 13] , we mean informally a statement of the form \every diagram of a certain class (e.g. those that are composed of canonical isos) commutes", as opposed to a Lambek-style coherence theorem 11] which we take to mean the existence of a decision procedure for deciding the equality of maps e.g. Theorem 6.1.
We say that a type is linearly balanced if every non-unit atomic type that occurs in it does so exactly twice, one occurrence is positive, the other is negative. We say that a type is trim if it is isomorphic (in the classifying category of the pure -autonomous theory) to a type in which > does not occur, and every ? that occurs does so as the ? of a subtype of the form A ( ? for some A. In Part II of 10] we apply the internal language to obtain a MacLane-style coherence theorem. In another application, we use the internal language to prove that an autonomous category of games is fully complete for Intuitionistic Multiplicative Linear Logic with unit; see 15] for an account. We can now prove that (?-eq) is a consequence of (invo). Our strategy is to show that the following axiom schemes (all are subject to the strong typability side condition) are consequences of (invo): which is ( ? -eq). The last step is by (invo2), taking C ? to be h :B iE ? , which satis es the no-binder condition.
Next we aim to show ( ? -eq).
Claim It su ces to check that, subject to the strong typability side condition ` We prove the Theorem by showing that every equational and congruence axiom is valid in C . The argument is essentially straightforward but tedious, and requires repeated applications of the Bookkeeping Lemma. We shall illustrate the proof by checking a few representative cases. To save writing we shall write to mean a bookkeeping map.
Case: equational axiom ((-) 
